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Abstract

**Purpose** – The purpose of this paper is to provide insight into the experiences of individuals with a criminal history of participating in a community life skills and work-readiness programme.

**Design/Methodology/approach**- Semi-structured interviews were conducted with seven individuals that have a criminal history who were participating, or had previously participated, in a community life skills and work-readiness programme. This data was analysed by interpretative phenomenological analysis.

**Findings**- Four superordinate themes emerged, these were: “need to change”, “changing identity”, “giving back to the community” and “a sense of belonging”. These themes are discussed in relation to desistance literature and the Good Lives Model.

**Practical implications** – This research identifies through the participants narratives that engaging with the programme appeared to facilitate the desistance process. The importance of community programmes that provide participants skills and social integration must be acknowledged.

**Originality/value** - There is limited research on the experiences of forensic services users’ experiences of community programmes, especially those that are not aimed specifically at ex-offenders. The results of this research can be used to enhance services and identify further research areas.

**Keywords** Desistance, Good Lives Model, Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, Community, Offenders, Identity

Introduction

The Prison Reform Trust (2018) argues that prison has a poor record for reducing reoffending, evidenced by the recidivism rates for individuals released from prison. Reoffending data indicates that 37.2% of adults released from custody reoffend within one year of release (Ministry of Justice and National Statistics, 2019). It has been recognised by the Ministry of Justice (2013) that reoffending rates have remained stubbornly high for too long, and providing individuals with a criminal history a ‘second chance’, is in the best interests of society, as this can improve life chances (DWP and MOJ, 2016). This is reflected in the Government’s aim to support offenders to become more productive members of society (HM Government, 2005). When supporting individuals to desist from offending, particularly when recently released from prison, it is crucial to consider a variety of factors that influence the desistance process and it is recognised that this involves a complex interaction between both subjective, and environmental factors (Lebel et al., 2008).

The strengths-based approach to offender rehabilitation focuses on developing an individuals’ competencies and skills, which contributes to a reduction in recidivism, one such approach is the Good Lives Model (GLM) (Fortune et al., 2012). The GLM was developed by Ward (2002) and argues that rehabilitation should identify the external and internal conditions necessary for an individual with a criminal history to achieve primary human goods, such as excellence in work and play, excellence in agency, and community. It seeks to provide those who have offended with opportunities to secure primary human goals through socially acceptable and meaningful ways (Ward and Brown, 2004).
The development of the GLM has involved an alignment with desistance theory (Ward and Maruna, 2007). Desistance from crime occurs when individuals with a criminal history re-assess their lives (Terry, 2003), and are provided with the skills, opportunities, resources and knowledge to live a ‘good’ life (Ward and Maruna, 2007). Maruna’s (2001) study compared individuals with a criminal history that were desisting from crime with active offenders, and identity was identified as crucial in the desistance process. For individuals with a criminal history, creating a new identity involves internalising the values of a good life, as the perceived ability to gain primary goods is closely linked with personal identity (Ward, 2002). Community was also an important factor identified by Maruna (2001), in terms of giving something back to the community; the need to be a part of a community has also been identified as a primary good in the GLM (Willis et al., 2013). These findings indicate the importance associated with community integration for individuals that are moving away from a life of crime.

Reintegration to the community for offenders is supported by securing employment, as this allows offenders to successfully fulfil pro-social roles that are viewed as important to integration (Cherney and Fitzgerald, 2016). It is recognised that employment acts as a positive source of change for individuals embarking on a desistance journey (Laub and Sampson, 2003). Therefore, finding stable employment has been recognised as a strong predictor of post-release success (Visher et al., 2005). However, many offenders experience difficulty in obtaining and maintaining employment (Newton et al., 2018). This is linked to the various barriers that offenders encounter which include stigma as a result of imprisonment, substance misuse, social isolation and low educational attainment (Talbot et al., 2017). To support ex-offenders to obtain and maintain employment, a variety of work-readiness programmes have been developed. Work-readiness refers to equipping individuals with the skills and confidence required to gain and sustain employment (Ford et al., 2015). It is recognised that relatively little is known regarding training programs, such as work-readiness schemes, impact on re-offending (Newton et al., 2018). Newton et al (2018) identified that programmes that adopt a holistic and comprehensive approach, through providing support on factors that may impact on an offender’s reintegration into the community are deemed more promising than those that focus solely on employment. It is also recognised that work-readiness programmes should provide personal support and consideration should be provided to the individual’s motivation and readiness to work (Ford et al., 2015).

The present study
This research aimed to explore the experiences of individuals with a criminal history that had completed, or were taking part in a charity provided, community life skills and work-readiness programme. The objective of this research was to explore the key factors of the programme that facilitated the participants desistance journey. The charity aims to support individuals in the community that are at risk of homelessness and whom are facing barriers in their life such as long-term unemployment, mental health issues or a criminal record. The individuals that participate in the programme complete voluntary work for a period of five months. Alongside the volunteering, the participants are able to take part in additional courses and activities that are delivered by the charity, whilst being supported by the programme staff. As this research focuses upon the experiences of the individuals with criminal histories participating in the programme, a qualitative approach was implemented, specifically interpretative phenomenological analysis. IPA allows for the way participants make sense and the meaning of experiences to be examined (Smith and Osborn, 2007).

Method
Participants and Recruitment

Individuals that had previously completed, or were taking part in the programme were recruited to participate in this research via purposive homogeneous sampling. The inclusion criteria consisted of participants having been on the programme for at least a month, be aged 18 or over, and have a criminal history. Approximately 80 participants engage with the programme at one time with around 10% of these individuals having a criminal background. The programme coordinator identified and contacted potential participants. Seven suitable participants were identified and recruited to take part in the research. The participants were male, aged between 23 and 55 years. Six participants discussed having been sentenced to prison previously. The duration of time spent in prison varied among the participants, some had been imprisoned multiple times for shorter sentences and three discussed spending a long duration in prison. The main offences committed by the participants included supplying drugs and violence. All of the participants had a previous history of substance misuse.

Procedure

A semi-structured interview schedule was created, and each participant was interviewed for approximately 45 minutes. The interview schedule followed the guidelines outlined by Smith and Osborn (2007). The topics for the interview schedule were guided by existing research (Lebel et al., 2008; McNeil et al., 2005; Maruna; 2001 Ward and Brown, 2004; Ward and Maruna, 2007) and included: before the programme; motivation/involvement; identity; support; and community integration. The interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed by the primary researcher.

Ethics

Permission to conduct the research and interview participants was provided by the management of the charity. Manchester Metropolitan University granted ethical approval. To ensure anonymity the participants were given pseudonyms. Each participant gave informed consent before taking part in interviews. There was consideration regarding sharing the participants’ criminal history with the primary researcher. Therefore, the participants were not required to share their offence history to take part in the research. Participants were made aware of their right to withdraw from the research.

Data analysis

Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was employed to gain insight into the participants’ experiences and meanings of the programme. The IPA approach to psychological qualitative research has an idiographic focus; therefore it offers insight into how the participants of the research make sense of a particular phenomenon (Smith et al., 2009). How the participants make meaning of their life experiences is pertinent to the IPA approach (Smith and Osborn, 2007). As this research has a focus upon how the individuals with a criminal history participating in the programme have perceived the programme and their experiences, IPA was deemed a suitable approach.

The IPA technique recommended by Smith et al (2009) was followed to develop superordinate and subordinate themes. This involved the primary researcher immersing oneself in the original data through reading and re-reading the data. The next stage involved making initial notes, including descriptive, linguistic and conceptual comments. Following this, themes were developed and connections across themes were identified. The development of themes went through a stage of triangulation. This involved a discussion with the second author on the themes developed from the raw data.
Results and discussion

Four superordinate themes emerged from the interpretative phenomenological analysis. Table 1 displays the superordinate themes and the corresponding subordinate themes, and the shaded cells identify the participants that the theme was present for.

Table 1: Superordinate and subordinate themes and the presence for each participant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tyler</th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>George</th>
<th>Joe</th>
<th>Ivan</th>
<th>Kevin</th>
<th>Will</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Need to change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 too much time on anybody’s hand brings out the devil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Distancing from old friends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Changing Identity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Free from all my demons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Looking to the future</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Giving back to the community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 For self or others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. A sense of belonging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Team as strong as its weakest link</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Need to change**

This theme contributes a foundation for understanding the participant’s reasons and motivations for initially engaging with the programme. The participants’ narratives reflect that participation occurred as a result of a view that there was a need to change.

“My life needed a change, my life needed uprooting and sorting back out” (Tyler: Line 28)

“I reached that point in my life where I wanted to change. I tried to do it in the past to try and keep people happy but it doesn’t work that way, you need to feel that you need that change as well” (Joe: Line 37-39)

The narratives indicate the importance of an active choice to change. Joe shows a strong desire of wanting the change himself. This reflects that the first step of desistance identified by Giordano et al (2002) was occurring, which involves awareness that change is desirable and needed.
The participants provided different explanations for their need to change, which are highlighted by the subordinate themes of “too much time on anybody’s hands brings out the devil”, and “distancing from old friends”.

**Too much time on anybody’s hand brings out the devil**

Participants expressed that before attending the programme they had too much free time and that they were not participating in society, with narratives reflecting a lack of social integration. George discussed the implications of having too much free time:

“this helps by basically keeping me occupied and busy because basically if it hadn’t I’d probably be dwelled up, feeling sorry for myself, thinking sod it, sod the lot, sod the law, sod life, sod everything, Lets go and get pissed, which then leads me into that vicious circle again.” (Line 286-288)

“too much time on anybody’s hands brings out the devil does it not” (Line 296)

The impact of imprisonment on opportunities to engage in prosocial activities is expressed in Will’s account:

“I was struggling anyway because after being released I was in a hostel and I was struggling to adapt back into society anyway but to have nothing to do anyway as well, so alright now what do I do?” (Line 16-18)

Both George and Will expressed the problem of having too much free time, which appears to be tied with a lack of social integration. This was also identified in Kevin’s narrative:

“I was not participating in anything what so ever” (Line 2)

A lack of social integration is particularly salient when the individual has been imprisoned, as custodial sentences often isolate ex-prisoners from their communities and fellow citizens (Uggen et al., 2004). Ford et al (2015) found that individuals volunteered with charities as they viewed it as an opportunity for them to do something meaningful with their time and this supported them to maintain a distance from their previous lifestyles. This finding is reflected within the current research as participating in the programme facilitated productive use of the participants’ time.

**Distancing from old friends**

Many participants viewed distancing themselves from old friends as being crucial to creating a law-abiding life. The participants also highlighted the challenges that came with this:

“I felt like it was time to hit the hard reset and basically and for me that was a quite hard thing to do because it meant cutting off all my ties” (Tyler: Line 29-30)

For Tyler the aspect of becoming a law-abiding individual was intertwined with distancing himself from people that have been in his life. Tyler also used an analogy to describe how the people he was surrounding himself with in his past wanted to “anchor” him. These people would hold him back, describing these people as “toxins”. However, cutting ties was not without difficulties, as expressed by Tyler:

“I wanted to meet new people obviously as I just said I cut a lot of people and that left me very lonely. Yeah. So obviously I had to refill that gap in my life” (Line 123-124)

By engaging in the programme, Tyler was also able to counteract the impact that “cutting off” his old ties.
Will also discussed how he had to distance himself from his old friends and expressed concerns about having contact with them and about the feelings that this may evoke:

“[…] I didn’t want to see my like old sort of associates because I didn’t know what sort of feelings it would bring up in me like cause I can imagine they’re still on drugs, I can imagine they’re still living an unhealthy lifestyle and all that and if I was to see them now how would I feel, what would I say and all that” (Line 126-129)

Kevin emphasised the lack of connection with his past associates:

“I just don’t bother with people I used to bother with, because they’re not really your mates, you know what I mean, just associates what you got mixed up in” (Line 125-127)

The experiences of the participants supports the social identity framework (Ellemers et al., 2002) illustrating that the participants were motivated to exit their unfulfilling group membership, replacing it with a more meaningful membership. This supports that removing ties with anti-social others is crucial for desistance from crime (Bryne and Trew, 2008). The participants’ narratives indicate that distancing themselves from their old associates led to challenges, however that the programme supported them through managing this transition.

2. Changing identity

This theme describes how perceived changes in identity occurred for the participants, and the importance the participants placed upon their changed identity. Maruna (2001) found that for individuals to be able to desist from crime it is essential that they develop a pro-social identity. This theme incorporated the subordinate themes of “free from all my demons” and “looking to the future”.

Free from all my demons

It was apparent through the participants’ narrative that they distinguished between their past experiences, and their current lives. The participants’ past experiences involved trauma, hitting rock bottom and crisis of identity. This was evident within Ivan’s narrative:

“I was suffering from depression for a long while. I was trying to wean myself off the heroin but I was finding it very difficult […]. So you know I was prepared to just not be here. My life had no existence. It was just drugs. I couldn’t get myself off it. So erm. I wanted to die. I just wanted to die. I wanted to find a way to not be here.” (Line 16-17, 24-26)

“I used to say to myself, inside to myself, when I’m 50 I won’t be here. You know something, now I’m 50, I’ve got past 50, I look back and I say well I did die but I reborn again, I reborn again. I came back a different person. […] And also the most important thing, I’m free. I’m free from all my demons. Free far gone.” (Line 129-131, 133)

When Ivan compares his past to the present he acknowledges the challenges he has overcome with particular reference to his “demons”. The change in identity is such a significant shift for Ivan that he likens this to birth and death, and described being “reborn”, clearly defining a new identity for himself:

“I never used Ivan. Whilst in (the charity) I used that name Ivan. Yeah, it’s made me a different person. It’s made me Ivan you know what I mean” (Line 223-225)

This distinction from past experiences is also described by Mark, as he attempts to explain his current and former self:
“I didn’t even know what type of person I was because even when I was doing nasty things I was like wow this ain’t right, but I still carried on being nasty. I just couldn’t help it” (Line 40-41)

“[… I think I’ve got a lot more to give, as before I thought I was just existing to be honest getting on day by day.” (Line 92-93)

Through participation in the programme the participants were able to distance themselves from their past experiences allowing them to have more control over their lives and be able to create a new identity. This is reflected by Aresti et al’s (2010) research findings that this self-change liberated the individuals, freeing them from restrictive previous experiences. It is recognised that a key feature for individuals desisting from crime is the discovery of the true self (Paternoster and Bushway, 2009). The GLM views that for individuals with a criminal history it is essential they are provided with the opportunity to gain a more adaptive personal identity, providing a sense of meaning and fulfilment (Ward and Maruna, 2007).

**Looking to the future**

Participants’ viewed that their self-worth and confidence improved by engaging with the programme. Many individuals discussed their future of a life without crime, which often incorporated gaining employment. The programme allowed participants to recognise their skills, gave them optimism and confidence to use these skills to live a pro-social life:

“I don’t believe I’ve gained skills, I believe I’ve improved, yeah. I believe I’ve re-tapped into the skills I already had” (Tyler: Line 304-305)

“my confidence grew and I just loved it. I was just, I think it was just I was glad to find me again. It opened me up really” (Joe: Line 192-193)

Participants expressed difficulties they had experienced in gaining employment, which they perceived as being due to past imprisonment, however the programme had helped to overcome this:

“I’ve got a big gap in my C.V. So if I went to an employer they’d say why is there such a big gap in your C.V. I’ve been in prison what for […] this employer now will think he’s at the (charity) doing voluntary work that says a lot about someone” (Kevin: Line 140-142, 159-160)

“It stands me in good stead if I want to get a job at some point, I’ll be almost used to doing work.” (Will: Line 22-23)

The narratives indicate how participation in the programme was considered by participants as a way to overcome the barriers that they may encounter in the future. Through the narratives, it can be viewed that the importance of money is not the most important aspect they may gain. This is similar to Kirby’s (2016) research that found that young offenders taking part in employment very rarely spoke about the link between volunteering and gaining employment, rather they spoke highly of the softer skills they gained. It has been previously recognised that an accomplishment for ex-offenders, such as engaging in a programme, can lead to a sense of hope and an orientation towards the future (Richie, 2001). It is recognised that during the process of desistance, individuals adopt a belief that they can succeed, involving a high degree of optimism and control over their future (Maruna, 2001).

**3. Giving back to the community**

For all participants giving back to the community was an important part of participating in the programme:
“It was just to help really, just to give back. Because I do like helping people.” (Line 63)

For the majority of the participants their own experiences influenced the importance of giving back to the community. Participants discussed that they in the past have experienced similar difficulties in their lives to the client group of the charity. This is reflected these participants’ narratives:

“It makes me feel good almost, as if I’m putting something back because many years ago there was a few people helping me. So it feels good to be putting even the slightest thing back and in any kind of way trying to help someone else. (Will: Line 5-8)

“I think it’s just helping people that can’t cope really and struggling. Even I’ve struggled before, before I moved when I lived on my own I’ve had to use the food bank and I felt horrible having to go, it didn’t feel right. So I know what it’s like” (Joe: Line 222-224)

It appears that the participants were able to gain a sense of purpose and fulfilment through the work they did, with particular importance being placed on helping others. This reflects Maruna’s (2001) findings that individuals desisting from crime wanted to help others as they had received such help themselves and that having a sense of giving something back to community for individuals moving to a life without crime is of great importance. A positive identity is then created through the actions of being able to make a positive contribution to local communities (McNeil et al., 2005).

For self or others

Within the narratives it was apparent that the participants felt difficulty distinguishing whether their motivations for volunteering were altruistic or egotistic.

“[...:] its like you don’t get nowhere unless you’re helping other people, I think cause your helping yourself at the end of the day” (Kevin: Line 29-30)

“I have been homeless myself so I did want to give something back, I did want to help that service out yeah, so a lot of it was that. In the same breathe, I am looking out for number one out here. I was using the voluntary experience to enable me to get into work.”(Tyler: Line 118-120)

“I was just doing it at the time for myself because I had to do it for myself. And as I went on I was doing it for myself and for others” (Mark: Line 53-54)

The participants show an understanding that the voluntary work is helping them with their personal enhancement and career benefits, yet it appeared that they felt that they needed to also discuss motivations in relation to helping others and giving back to the community. It is also interesting to note that Will felt that he was unlikely to make a difference in the community:

“I know no matter what I do in here it can’t help the homeless people but it helps me” (Line 4-5)

Aresti et al’s (2010) research identified that ex-offenders experience an ongoing tension related to their sense of self; it was perceived that the participants had internalized society’s negative view of ex-offenders, as well as having an interweaving view of self, based on having a previous offender status. In line with such findings, it is speculated that for Will, he may be unconsciously flitting between having a pro-social view of self, involving helping others, and then his previous criminal view of self. When viewing himself in relation to his previous criminal self, it would be likely that Will views himself as not being capable of helping others, which would be influenced by the stigma and negative view of offenders being internalised.

4. A sense of belonging
This theme captures the importance that the programme had in terms of social integration. The importance of the sense of belonging was apparent when individuals were asked what the most important part of the programme was for them:

“a sense of belonging, as before I didn’t feel like I belonged anywhere” (Mark: Line 390)
“I think just being a part of it. [...] Being involved” (Joe: Line 241 and 243)
“being a part of something, just being a part of something. And that’s the main thing, you feel a part of something. You’re not just a number or a victim or whatever the word is. You felt a part of something.” (Ivan: Line 203-204)

Ivan’s narrative suggests that the belonging helps people to move away from being a number or a victim. Maruna and LeBel (2003) indicate that reintegration can be difficult for individuals with a criminal history, therefore it is recognised that individuals with a criminal history often have a need to be a part of a social network and the community in order to facilitate the desistance process. It is also recognised that belonging to a group encourages internalisation of values and norms, which supports positive change (Best et al., 2018)

This theme incorporates the subordinate theme “the teams as strong as its weakest link”.

**The teams as strong as its weakest link**

Throughout the narratives the experience of participants supporting one another is described. It was apparent that participants felt that this was an important element of the programme:

“It’s not just the coordinators it’s the other participants and everything, all of them incorporate into the environment, yeah. I’ll use another saying, yeah, a team is only as strong as its weakest link. [...] Everyone is pushing everyone else to go higher. There is hardly any anchors within (the charity)” (Tyler: Line 279-283)

“You have to work as a team. There’s an old expression, the teams as strong as its weakest link” (George: Line 229-230)

The use of the saying “the teams as strong as its weakest link” indicates strong feelings of participants supporting one another and everyone being a part of a team. Tyler describes how by participants supporting each other that they encourage one another to go further. Will reiterates this as he discussed that:

“It’s just everybody pulling in the same direction what makes it work” (Line 367)

Through analysis of the narratives it was clear that participants were often thinking of each other, as they often discussed their experience in relation to other participants on the programme, considering their experiences and what they have been through, and wanting to provide others with support. These strong social bonds developed through the programme are important in desistance from crime (Bryne and Trew, 2008). Being a part of a group is also identified in the GLM as a primary good (Willis et al., 2013). The participants’ narratives indicate that the programme acts as a secondary good allowing to attain the primary good of being a part of a group.

Will discussed other participants in relation to what they have experienced:

“some people that come from other countries, but some of their countries and that, they’ve come over here from proper proper hardship and I don’t mean just struggling for money, I mean war-torn countries and all that. So it’s good when you see them working, because at least they’ve got a life if
It can be viewed through participants’ narratives such as Wills that the aspect of the programme not solely being aimed at individuals with a criminal history is of importance to the participant. It can be viewed that through the participants working with other people from different backgrounds, a greater sense of support and empathy is encouraged.

**Limitations**

Purposive sampling by the programme coordinator was used to recruit participants. This may have resulted in a biased selection process, in which the programme coordinator identified pro-social, motivated individuals that would discuss the programme in a positive manner. Also, it is recognised that individuals who actively participate in such programmes differ from those who drop out (Bushway and Apel, 2012). The individuals that did not engage for the duration of the programme did not participate in the research therefore their different experiences are not accounted for. A further limitation of this research is that the primary researcher had previously had an active role in the programme, involving providing support and assistance to the participants. Through this previous involvement and knowledge of the programme, the likelihood of a subjective analysis and interpretation is increased.

**Future suggestions**

The sample of this research consisted entirely of individuals that actively participated in the programme. Future research should also include participants with criminal histories that did not engage with the programme for its duration. This would allow the differences in the experiences of those who actively engaged and those who dropped-out to be examined. This would provide a beneficial foundation to understanding why the programme did not work for those who dropped out and the improvements that could be implemented to support their needs. Furthermore, as it was indicated by participants that the programme being inclusive of people from other backgrounds was important to their experience, and this is an under-researched area, it would be beneficial for this to be explored further.

**Conclusion**

This research captured individuals with criminal histories experiences of participating in a life skills and work readiness programme. The programme supported the achievement of primary goods identified in the GLM (Ward, 2002). This includes skills for excellence in work, a sense of community, as well as future orientated secondary goods. The participants’ narratives reflected the importance of an identity shift from an offender to a member of the community. This identity shift can be viewed as a result of changing commitments and the resultant ways of life (Ward and Brown, 2004). This supports that developing a new pro-social identity is crucial to the desistance journey (Maruna, 2001). A further crucial aspect of desistance identified was the role of social integration, this was reflected in the importance of belonging to the group and community. This supports the primary good of a need to be part of a community (Willis et al., 2013). In summary, the programme promoted pro-social ways of achieving ways of primary goods, which then facilitated desistance. This research identifies the positive impact of community life skills and work-readiness programmes for individuals with a criminal history, and that such a programme appears to support desistance from crime.
Implications for practice

- Individuals with a criminal history perceive a “need for change” and following this, it is likely that they will participate in opportunities to facilitate this change.
- The community was integral in the participants positive experience. The benefits of individuals with a criminal history participating in generative activities should be further explored.
- Participants placed importance on a sense of belonging, and working alongside other participants from different backgrounds. An understanding of the impact of programmes that are not specifically offender-focused on the desistance process would be beneficial.
- The programme allowed individuals to develop skills and create new identities for themselves, supporting the Good Lives Model.
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